
swat engineering
software inventions that work for you

Why swat engineering?

Our vision is to create software that can be organically adapted to changing circumstances. Unfor-
tunately, most software systems resemble large brick-and-mortar buildings consisting of many fixed
components that are hard to change or recombinewhen requirements and applications evolve. Software
Analysis and Transformation (swat) is the key to smaller, better, more flexible, more secure, and better
maintainable software systems. swat engineering takes swat to the next level by helping its clients in
creating tailor-made systems with built-in change and growth capabilities. swat engineering aims at
creating future-proof, sustainable, software solutions.

We analyse and transform existing software by

• Determining domain-specific or organisation-specific software quality aspects by analysing
existing software portfolios with tailored analytics and metrics.

• Identifying security risks in code.
• Finding technical trouble spots or resource drains in a software system by analysing its version

history.
• Incrementally migrating large systems to new apis, new architectures, or new coding standards.
• Building new software by designing and implementing Domain Specific Languages (dsls) that

reduce development costs and increase software quality and flexibility.

Typical questions we have solved

How to select the best Open Source Software?

Companies, are becoming more and more dependant on open source software (oss), but they have a
problem in selecting the right open source package to use. What is the quality and maintainability of
and oss? Is the developer community active enough and does it respond quickly to bug reports? To
answer such questions we have designed and implemented metrics to quickly answer these and many
other questions. The results have been included in the ossmeter framework.1

How to Guarantee the Quality of a Financial Service?

In cooperation with a large financial institution we have created Rebel, a dsl to describe financial
products and services. A product description in Rebel formalizes the work flow and properties of a

1http://www.ossmeter.org
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financial service or product and can guarantee certain properties before the software is even build
or taken into production. The resulting systems have a dramatically higher quality at much lower
development costs.

How to Describe the Rules in Large (Governmental) Organizations?

Large bureaucratic organizations are driven by rules that are either directly based on legislation or are
a distillation and summary of daily practice. With the Dutch Immigration and Naturalisation Service
(ind2) we have created flint, a dsl for describing legal rules.

How to Tune Game Economies?

Many computer games are rule-based, and game economy (the in-game exchange of money and goods
is one of the aspects that can be formalized in this way. We have created Micro Machinations, a dsl for
describing game economies that enables the real-time testing and adjustment of game rules.

How to recover partially erased information in criminal investigations?

All criminals use computers and most criminals will ultimately be held responsible in court for their
crimes. In many cases, forensics experts have to reconstruct (partially) erased information that may
constitute legal evidence. In cooperation with the Dutch National Forensics Institute (nfi) 3, we have
created derric, a dsl to describe file formats that we have used to generate information reconstruction
software.

About swat engineering

swat engineering is a spin off company of CentrumWiskunde & Informatica (cwi) 4 in Amsterdam,
the Dutch national research institute in mathematics and computer science. It originated from the
Software Analysis and Transformation (swat) team 5 that has a long track record in creating software
inventions and solutions and also applying and validating them for problems in practice. It is our
mission to use the best, but proven, techniques for building, analysing, and maintaining quality
software and helping you to solve your software problems.

The people behind swat engineering are: Prof.dr. Paul Klint (prof. emeritus in Software Engineering
at University of Amsterdam and research fellow at cwi), Drs. Davy Landman (PhD candidate at cwi
(defense 2017), and ceo swat engineering), and Prof.dr. Jurgen Vinju (group leader of the swat
group at cwi and part-time professor at Technical University Eindhoven). We are strongly embedded
in the international scientific community and have easy access to software experts worldwide. Being
ardent open source contributors ourselves we also have access to a large international community of
software developers.

For further information, visit our website http://www.swat.engineering or contact us at info@swat.
engineering.

2https://www.ind.nl/
3https://www.forensischinstituut.nl/
4https://www.cwi.nl
5https://www.cwi.nl/research-groups/software-analysis-and-transformation
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